Abstract. We consider systems of partial differential equations of the first order in t and of order 2s in the x variables, which are uniformly parabolic in the sense of Petrovskii. We show that the classical maximum modulus principle is not valid in Rnx (0, T] for s>2.
Introduction
It is well-known that solutions of parabolic second order equations with real coefficients in the cylinder
QT={(x,t):xe~,O<t_<T},
~cR ~, satisfy the maximum modulus principle. Namely, for any solution of the equation
Ou 0 u Ou -a~j(x,t)-x---x--+Ea~(x,t)-O-~x+ao(x,t)u=O , Ot i,j=l oxioxj ~=1
(1) The research of the first author was supported by the Ministry of Absorption, State of Israel.
where ((a~j)) is a positive-definite (n• function and a0>0, the inequality holds
lu(x,t)l _<sup{ lu(y, T)l : (y, T) e CgQT, 7<T}.
This classical fact was extended to parabolic second order systems with scalar coefficients of the first and second derivatives in [10] . Maximum principles for weakly coupled parabolic systems are discussed in the books [8] , [11] .
Furthermore, there exists a large literature on "invariant sets" for non-linear parabolic systems (see, for example, [1] , [2] , [3] , [4] , [9] , [12] and references there). However, we shall not characterize this interesting field, since here we consider only the maximum modulus principle and since the papers on invariant sets do not contain our results as special cases.
In this paper we find criteria for validity of the classical maximum modulus principle for solutions of the uniformly parabolic system in the sense of Petrovskii (B) For any point (x, t) 9 +~, the real parts of the )~-roots of the equation
det ((-1)~ E Am(x,t)am-AIm)--O

Iml=2~
satisfy the inequality Re )~(x, t, or)~-51al 2~, where 5=const > 0 for any ~ 9 n, I m is the identity matrix of order m, and I" I is the Euclidean length of a vector.
We obtain an expression for the best constant/C(R ~, T) in the inequality where (x,t)cR~. +1. It is shown that/C(R=,T)>I for all s_>2. For s=l, besides the constant IC(Rn,T), we study the best constant/C(~, T)
lu(x, t)l <_/C(R ~, T) sup{ lu(y,
in the inequality
In(x, t)[ < ]C(~, T) sup{ In(Y, ~-)I: (Y, ~-) EFT }, where (x, t) E QT, FT = { (x, t) E OQT :t < T }. The closure FT of I~T is called the parabolic boundary of the domain ~ x (0, T).
Then we give separate necessary and sufficient conditions for validity of the classical maximum modulus principle (i.e. ]C(~,T)--1, )~(R=,T)=I) for solutions of the parabolic second order system
(2)
Ou ou Ajk(x,t) + Aj(x,t) +A0(z,t)u=0.
Ot ~ = j,k=l
If the coefficients of the system (2) do not depend on t, then the above mentioned necessary and sufficient conditions coincide. More precisely, the following statement concerning the system holds for the case of real coefficients.
Theorem. The classical maximum modulus principle is valid for solutions of the system (3) In the paper we demonstrate by an example that the scalar character of the principal part of the system (2) everywhere in the domain is not necessary for validity of the maximum principle when the coefficients depend both on x and t.
Finally, it is shown that all the facts concerning the maximum modulus principle for solutions of systems with complex coefficients are corollaries of the corresponding assertions for systems with real coefficients.
In particular, for the scalar parabolic equation with complex coefficients 
i) the (n x n)-matrix-valued function ((ajk) ) is real and positive-definite;
(ii) for all xCD (xER n) the inequality
holds.
The present paper is related to our work [6] where we considered the system (2) with constant matrix coefficients Ajk and with ,A0--,A1 ..... .An--0. In [6] we established that the classical maximum modulus principle holds if and only if.Ajk :ajkXm where ((ajk)) is a real positive-definite (n • n)-matrix.
We are going to devote a special paper to extend our present results to the so called maximum norm principle, where the role of the modulus is played by the norm in a finite-dimensional normed space. and yER n plays the role of a parameter.
Representations for the constants ]C( R ~, T) and ]Co(y).
According to [5] there exists one and only one function in the class
which is the solution of the Cauchy problem When discussing the system (1) with coefficients depending only on t we use the notation Let (x,t) be a fixed point in R~ +1. We find the norm ]u(x,t)] of the Proof.
mapping C(R n) ~--+u(x, t)ER m, where u is defined by (1.4) . Using the properties of the inner product in R "~ and the fact that the supremnm operations commute, we obtain Clearly, the inside supremum of the last integral is attained at the vector-valued function G* (t, 0, x, .)z Consequently,
Using the definition (1.1) of the constant )U(R '~, T), we obtain given in [5] , the Green matrix G(t, T, y, n) for 7-=0 admits the representation a(t, o, u, n) = Go (t, u-,7; y) + [Go (t, y-n; n) -Go (t, y-n; y)] + w(t, y, n),
where (1.13) (1.14) F ( ly-nl sJ 2s 1
Using (1.12)-(1.14) and the representation (1. 
IG~(t,y-my)lzd~-c5r~-c6t ~/~} r~O t~+o [.JB.(v)
fro le*(x; y)zl ax.
inequality for /C(R~,T) given in the statement of the Lemma 
/R~ G(t' O'x-rl) drl= Im'
(see [5] ), then the set Rn\ N(x,t)(z) has non-zero measure for any fixed z E R m, I zl= 1, and i x, t) ER~. +1 . Suppose ]~(R",T)=I and let there exist a unit m-dimensional vector z0 and the set MCRn\N(x,t)(zo), mesa M>0, such that for all ~EM the inequality
holds. Then, using (1.16) and (1.17), we obtain 
gram(t, 0, x--r])
for all r] C R n.
Let g(t,O,x-~)--gjj(t,O,x-r]), l<_j<_m, and assume that ]C(Rn,T)=I.
Then the solution of the Cauchy problem for the system (1.15) has the form
where r 0).
The structure of the operator 92.
By r we denote a scalar function that is continuous and bounded on R n. Let 
Ilg(t'T'X--rl)lmll=lg(t'T'x--rl)l<--cl(t--T)-n/2Sexp[--c2(' ~ ) ]
(see [5] ), then ( 
~(R", T) _> k = snp(llvllc(~)/llv I+=o IIc(R'>),
where the supremum is taken over all solutions of (1.26) in the class
C(2S,1)(R~)nC(~).
Henceforth in this lemma xl is denoted by x. We set a= {al...ll 1/2~. Remark 1. The preservation of the uniform parabolicity in the sense of Petrovskii under the passage from a system with complex coefficients to the system with real coefficients is a corollary of the following simple algebraic property. Let Q be an (m • m)-matrix with R and H being its real and imaginary parts, respectively. Let the eigenvalues A of Q satisfy ReA<-6, 6>0. Then for the eigenvalues # of the matrix the inequality Re#<-5 holds.
In fact,
where Q is a matrix whose eleme ts are complex conjugate of corresponding elements of Q. Since
We introduce the matrix differential operators We retain all notations introduced in Section 1 for arbitrary s > 1 and introduce one more constant
~(x, t, o/o~) = ( ~(x, t, o/o~) \ ~)(x, t, O/Ox) ~(x, t, OlOx) = ( ~o(x, t, OlOx) \ ~o(x, t, OlO~) -~(x, t, alax) ~(x, t, alaz) )' -~)0 (x, t, o/ox) ~o(~, t, a/ax) )
Let G'(t, % x, 7) and G~( t--T, X--q; y)
(2.1) ~(~,T) = sup Ilullc(c~T) ]lu let IIc(~T)'
where the supremum is taken over all solutions of the system (2) in the class
C(2'I)(QT)nC(~2T).
Lemma 2. 
lu~(y,t)l--sup f IG*(t,O,y,~)zld~. Izl=l JB~(y)
The last equality and (2.6) yield 
~(~, T) _> sup lim lira sup f IG*(t,O,y,~)zld~? yE~ e-~O t--~+O izl= 1 J B~(y)
(
u~(x, t) = f G(t, O, x, ~)X~(~I-y)v(~-y) dTh
O<t<_T
In the case fl=R n the last inequality is obvious.
Suppose the condition (i) is satisfied. We take the scalar product of the system (2) Hence, using the equalities
O~lv~l~ x =0,
OXgXk =y
where j, k=l, ...,n, we find The function lug(y, t)l 2 is continuous on [0, T] and differentiable at all points of the interval (0, T), its derivative Olu~(y , t)12/Ot tends to a finite limit as t--~+0. Therefore, the function l u~ (y, t)]2 has the right-hand derivative cO+ l u~ (y, t)12~cOt at t=O, and by virtue of (2.13) we have 
IMIc(0T) < e Tll IIcr
Since a is arbitrary, the best constant in the last inequality is equal to one. Now we turn to the constant K(R n, T). Applying the assertion of the present theorem for a cylinder with a bounded base, we get [7] , where the maximum modulus principle was studied for elliptic systems with scalar principal part. One may assume that ;ERm\{0}, since the inequality or, which is the same
where ~k) and g(k) are components of the vectors fj and ~, respectively. At a point of the constraint extremum of the function 5r~(f~, ..., in) one has (2.26) Taking into account the symmetry of the matrix ((ajk(x) )), we find
where j=l, 2, ... n and ((bjk(x))) is the inverse matrix of ((ajk(X))). 
holds, where ( ( bij ) ) is the (n x n )-matrix-valued function inverse of ( ( aij ) ) and .A ; (x) is the matrix transposed of Aj(x).
Remark 4. We give an example of a system whose principal part is not a scalar differential operator in the whole domain and for which the classical maximum modulus principle is valid in R~ +1. 
holds. Here ((btk(x))) is the (n• inverse of ((ajk(x))) and ~4~(x) is the adjoint matrix of ~4j (x).
We remark that the second sum is real by the symmetry of the matrix ((bit (x) ).
In particular, the next assertion follows from Corollary 2.2 t for the scalar parabolic equation with complex coefficients 
